Carpetright’s new AW16 trends

As the night’s draw in, our attention turns to making our homes cosier. With three key styles for this AW16, there is sure to be something to suit every budget and style.

Get creative with the latest Bright and Bold theme, mix colours and textures for maximum impact. Contrast colours to make a real statement, such as purple and teal, or stick to neutral tones for the rest of your room and make the carpet the focal point. Try the Ultima twist in Aubergine for a bold autumnal look.

The seventies is seeing a revival and whether you want to cultivate the entire 70’s look or just want a nod to the era, look for a show stopping carpet or retro rug. Add a deep plush carpet such as California Dreams Emerald Green for a real 70’s vibe, the colour, along with splashes of orange is particularly synonymous with the era.

Scandi is here to stay and is an easily achievable look. Add a carpet or rug in neutral colours to achieve the right colour palette and then add different textures such as wool and fur to create the warm and cosy feel. Try the Thaxted linen carpet for the right neutral base and add the Opulent dark grey rug to add some further texture and colour.

Ultima Twist Aubergine California Dreams Emerald Green Rowan Dove Carpet
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